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A Remembrance of Rodica Simion
Rodica had a personal magnetism words can only begin to suggest. She
possessed many wonderful qualities in abundance: dedication, intellectual
curiosity, integrity, sincerity, warmth, kindness, creativity, good humor, tact,
generosity, and seemingly boundless energy, to start the list. However, such
qualities do not account for her charisma. A powerful, indescribable spirit
permeated everything she did and inﬂuenced those around her.
Rodica tirelessly immersed herself in a wide variety of projects, consis-
tently doing the lion’s share of the work and taking on the hardest parts
herself. Like many people who had the privilege of working with her on
some of these projects, I was drawn by a special quality she had that made
me eager to pitch in. With Rodica in the lead, we were inspired to do things
we might otherwise have hesitated to take on.
Two such projects were the exhibits The Joy of Mathematics and Beyond
Numbers. In 1989, Rodica was surprised to learn that, despite the great
variety of museums in the greater Washington, DC area, there were no
exhibits to which she could take students for signiﬁcant mathematical expe-
riences. Seeing this serious gap, Rodica went into action. She worked with
several colleagues from the Department of Mathematics at The George
Washington University to select the content and generate ideas for inter-
actives, and she enlisted the assistance of others at GW, for instance, turn-
ing the design and much of the construction into a master’s project for a
museum studies student. The Joy of Mathematics opened during Mathemat-
ics Awareness Week in 1991; this exhibit was also shown at the 1991 Inter-
national Conference on Industrial and Applied Mathematics in Washington,
DC and at the Maryland Science Center. To bring mathematics to a wider
audience, Rodica next worked to combine the talents of her GW colleagues,
who brought expertise in the content, with those of the Maryland Science
Center, who provided experience in designing and constructing exhibits.
With the support of NSF and IBM, Beyond Numbers opened at the Mary-
land Science Center in 1995 and a traveling version of the exhibit has been
shown at a number of venues throughout North America. Through Rodica’s
own effort and the work of those she inﬂuenced, these exhibits have given
huge audiences positive experiences with modern mathematical ideas.
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Being extremely modest, Rodica would have been surprised to be taken
as a role model; yet her infectious enthusiasm, her hard work, and her
considerable mathematical talent naturally made her an inspiration and an
example for many graduate students and colleagues at GW, as well as for
numerous people the world over. Although we can no longer experience
the magnetism of Rodica’s personality, may we continue to draw inspiration
from her.
An endowed fund has been established at The George Washington Uni-
versity in Rodica’s memory. Information on the Rodica Simion Memorial
Fund can be obtained at http://www.gwu.edu/∼math/memfund.html.
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